
Course: Beginner/Intermediate 
Time: 40 minutes / Group 

Group Lesson Sample: Self Introductions 
 

Lesson Tips 
As you all know, the hardest part of a big group lesson is Student Talking Time and Teacher 
Talking Time balance. I know you all are great teachers, but wanted to leave a few tips! 
 

1. Less is More: Short, simple explanations whenever possible 
2. Socratic Method: Prompting students with questions instead of explanations 
3. Have students read instructions or ask for understanding if you set up an activity 
4. Use role play for groups so students talk to each other (harder with bigger groups!) 

a. Zoom is hard to split into pairs for students to have more talking time 
b. If you try it, please tell me how it goes! 

5. As in GEC, depends on level, students may need to think a bit about answers to q’s first 
a. Also, like in GEC, you may have to call out students to share one by one 

6. As always, lots of encouragement and enthusiasm goes a long way in groups, since 
students get nervous as they are waiting for their time to speak 

7. Time will fly in group lessons, especially when each student is talking, but still important 
to ask each student questions after they give answers 

8. Practice names beforehand so you are ready (this is more for me, because I struggle!) 
9. Zoom group games is a difficult thing - my thoughts are the following would work best: 

a. 2 truths, 1 lie (easy for students to think about, interact, learn about each other) 
b. Who am I / What am I? (haven’t tried over zoom, could use an actual prop to) 
c. Let me know what group games you use, if they are effective or not 

10. Discussion Questions / Warm-Ups 
a. Teach some simple, common Idioms (piece of cake, under the weather, make a 

long story short, hang in there, think outside the box, call it a day, etc) 
b. If… / Have you ever / Would you rather questions - effective/fun/easy small talk 
c. Let me know any discussion questions / warm-ups you use that are effective!  

 
Sample Group Lesson 

 
1. Small Talk Discussion Examples 

a. How has COVID-19 affected your life? How will it impact Japan/the world? 
b. What is most important to you in learning English? 
c. If you could go anywhere in the world, where would you go? Why? 
d. Would you rather have the power of flying or invisibility? 

 
2. Quick/Simple Grammar Practice Examples  

*I use these in trial lessons to test English knowledge and have a brief, easy 
grammar lesson that students often have trouble discerning. 

Hope vs Wish vs Want 
a. I hope I can improve my English, 
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b. I wish I could improve my English. 
c. I want to improve my English 
d. What’s the difference between the statements? 

Will vs Going to 
a. I will study English this weekend. 
b. I am going to study English this weekend. 

Others: Have to vs Must; Should vs Ought to; Progressive tenses; etc. 
 

3. Self-Introduction 
a. Have students practice giving self introductions with the following: 

i. Name 
ii. Hometown 
iii. Family 
iv. Hobbies 
v. Favorite school subject 
vi. Life dreams 
vii. Also ask them to prepare questions for others (like GEC) 

b. Important Self-introduction Phrases / Questions 
i. Good to have a few to share with students 

 
4. Resources /or Homework 

a. I also usually send the students home with some resources to further 
practice the lesson content, such as BBC English links, TED Talks, 
worksheets at breakingnewsenglish.com (or news articles in English 
based on student interests), other fun YouTube videos or podcasts, etc.  


